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Upcoming Holiday Break

As always, the end of term seems to come quickly as we look back on the commencement of a 
year filled with sporting achievements, musical highlights and academic effort. I would like to thank 
and acknowledge all of the members of our community who have contributed so much to the 
school over the past term. I certainly wish all staff, students and their families a relaxing, enjoyable 
and safe holiday break. I especially wish to thank our school community for the wonderful way in 
which our new students and staff have been welcomed and supported as they have made their 
transition into Balwyn High School. 

Deborah Harman has asked me to contribute a final principal’s reflection this term as she, along 
with Bernadette Clayton, are leading a musical tour of Balwyn High School students to the United 
States. The itinerary for their next two weeks is extremely exciting and we look forward to hearing 
of their adventures upon their return.

B Wing Update

The Easter holidays will see significant progress on the schools long awaited redevelopment of 
our B wing. Already we have seen the addition of four new relocatable classrooms to assist us to 
accommodate students for the remainder of 2019 and the renovations to the Student Wellbeing 
Centre promises to provide much needed new learning space. 

The holidays will see the demolition of the old section of B Wing with classes, student lockers 
and offices relocated to other areas in the school. As a consequence, Balwyn High School will 
be closed to all members of our community and visitors from Wednesday 10 April until Thursday 
18 April inclusive. Whilst there will be some works occurring during Term 2, the majority of the 
modular construction will be delivered during the mid-year school holidays. There will be some 
room changes required to accommodate students however every effort is being made to ensure 
that any disruption is minimised. We are also working to keep students informed of developments 
through their year level assemblies.  

The B Wing redevelopment is a very significant project for the Balwyn High School community and 
we are all very excited that it has reached this stage. We look forward to opening the new B Wing 
for all members of our community to inspect upon completion of the project.  

Andrew Corr
Assistant Principal
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David Nichols
Assistant Principal

Andrew Corr
Assistant Principal

Josie Millard
Assistant Principal

Term 1 Progress Reports

Term 1 progress reports are available from 4.00pm Thursday 4 April through Compass accounts. 
Please access these reports as soon as possible along with the explanatory rubric which is 
available through Compass Favourites. This report is designed to prompt discussion about 
learning goals for Term 2.

If you have experienced any difficulty in accessing your parent Compass account, please call the 
Registrar on 9862 4106. 

Student Absences – Check and Approve Now

It is an ideal time at the end of term to ensure any absences your son/daughter may have 
are explained. The Department of Education and Training requires all student absences to be 
explained by parents/guardians. Parents must approve any absences as soon as possible by 
either approving past or future absences for their son/daughter online, or by sending a note to 
the relevant sub school office. When you access your son/daughter’s Term 1 Progress Report 
through your Compass parent account, take the time to check their attendance and approve any 
‘unapproved absences’. This can be easily done by: Selecting ‘Student Profile’ (for your son/
daughter) --> Click the ‘Attendance’ tab --> Click the ‘Approvals’ tab --> Click 'Add Approval' 
--> Enter the details of the absence (if you believe that any listed absences are incorrect please 
contact the school immediately) --> Click the 'Save' button.

You are also able to view all your absence approvals online for your son/daughter for the year. It 
is important that parent portal login details are kept private. If you believe your son/daughter is 
aware of your login details, please login and use the 'Change Password' feature.

Changes for the Canteen in Term 2

There are several exciting changes in the way that the Canteen will operate for Term 2. From the 
beginning of the term, students will have access to the online ordering system. This will enable 
parents to order and pay for meals from home. Parents will be able to support healthy eating 
choices and students will not need to remember to bring money from home. Students who order 
their lunch online will not need to queue in order to collect their lunch. They may collect their 
lunch from the priority line and then head off to participate in one of the wide range of activities 
available to students at lunchtime.

Families will need to register on the Bocca Foods website and the details for this are attached to 
the back of these notices. 

The other exciting change to the Canteen has been initiated by the Environment Committee as 
a response to some of the work completed by the 2018 Year 10 Saving Planet Earth students. 
Please see the message below from the Balwyn High School Environment Captains, Annette 
Gloria and Julian Wong. 

David Nichols, Andrew Corr and Josie Millard
Assistant Principals

As a part of the Environment Committee’s vison for 2019 - to impel Balwyn High School to become 
more environmentally friendly - one of our priorities was to educate and provide students with 
environmentally sustainable alternatives.

With the opportunity to implement sustainable alternatives in the canteen alongside the online 
ordering system, we are beyond excited to introduce the following changes to the canteen:

•	  Wooden cutlery set, students are able to purchase reusable wooden cutlery at a price of 
10c per piece as opposed to traditional plastic cutlery.

Return to page 1
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•	  Rental metal cutlery set, students are able to rent metal cutlery at a price of $1 per piece.
•	  “Bring your own container”, introduced at a discount of 50c, available as a lunch order.

 

Additionally, the Environment Committee also aims to educate the school community about these 
new sustainable changes, encouraging students to be more actively aware of their everyday 
choices.

This is an exciting step for the entirety of Balwyn High School as we take a big leap towards a 
greener tomorrow. 

Annette Gloria and Julian Wong
Environment Captains

Annette Gloria
Environment Captain

Julian Wong
Environment Captain
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Senior School Report

Julien Escurat
Director of Senior School

The first term of 2019 is already coming to an end and has been the opportunity for Senior 
School students to demonstrate the qualities embodied by our Pillar of Learning, Learning to 
Live Together, of valuing diversity and learning collaboratively. Students showed these qualities 
through many events including two very successful school carnivals, the Senior Round Robin 
and the Gala Soiree. The students now have a well-deserved two week break which will be an 
opportunity to refresh by maintaining healthy habits such as having a regular sleeping pattern, 
relax, eat well and exercise. The holidays will also be an ideal opportunity for students to 
consolidate their study habits, review and organise their notes from Term 1 and set new goals for 
the rest of the year. There will be a range of events to look forward to during Term 2, such as Year 
10 Work Experience, the mid-year examinations, the GAT and the Year 12 Formal. On behalf of 
the Senior School, I would like to wish you all a safe and relaxing holiday and I look forward to 
seeing you next term.

Julien Escurat
Director of Senior School

Term 1 has flown by and we are one step away from Year 9 but one step closer to VCE. Moving into 
Senior School, we have been given the opportunity to choose options in each core subject area 
and to access the Early Entry VCE program. These have given us not only a bit of freedom as we 
begin to specialise our learning, but a taste of the VCE experience. 

As I walk into school each morning, I can already predict the togetherness and synergy that is 
fostered by my cohort. From the little things such as chatting in the Year 10 area to the Swimming 
Carnival, it is evident that we are an uplifting entity this early on and quite possibly the strongest 
team we’ve ever been. We are only continuing the arduous climb up this mountain, that is school, 
but that doesn’t stop us from supporting each other. This term, we have striven to meet the pillar of 
learning, “Learning to Live Together” and in the future, I’m excited to see the progress we make.

Lateisha Multari
Year 10 Student

As I embark on my VCE journey, there were events that were planned out to help my peers and I 
have the best start possible to the two most important years of high school. 

Even before the year started, we were given the opportunity to get a head start during Ignition 
Week. It was the last week of school for us Year 10 students in 2018. We used that time to get a 
feel of what the next year would be like. We were also given notes and homework to complete 
over the holidays in order to further improve our learning capabilities and understanding. 

And then we started this year as Year 11. We all felt we were ready to work hard and set 
our priorities right. The school had planned out events and workshops that can support us 
throughout our schooling periods such as a workshop that we recently had, named Project U. 
It helped us with our mindset and thoughts about VCE. Our teachers explained to us about the 
VCAA system and also told us that our mistakes will really turn into learning moments as it will 
only make us better and stronger students. Our wellbeing was also checked on as we were 
surveyed our feelings and thoughts about VCE. The course helped motivate us as a cohort 
because we needed a little time to have our mind off studies and on improving our wellbeing.
Speaking about motivation, the school invited a well-known motivational speaker, Kate 
Fitzsimons, to preach her story to us. It was a heartfelt and tragic story as her sister passed away 
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in a crash in Thailand while on holidays. But after mourning and grieving for her sister’s passing, 
she wanted to make an impact on this world using her sister as motivation. She started the Nicol 
Fitzsimons foundation named after her sister that raises awareness on travel safety and helping 
teenagers to have a positive sense of mind and wellbeing. She is a well-respected person as 
she has been nominated and won several awards and has been asked to share all around 
Australia and even the United States. However, there was one important thing I learnt during her 
visit is when we are feeling down and unmotivated, we must use the negativity and channel it 
into positive energy, which is exactly what Ms. Fitzsimons did. Knowing this important value, I 
now have a new and better strategy to tackle my bad moods.

Aside from the values I have learnt, I also improved skills in order to be successful. This year, we 
had our transitions from having CATs to SACs. But a skill that we needed was time management 
as we need to be organised and properly prioritise what we spend our time on. Overall, I can 
tell it will be a good two years as there is plenty to look forward to and more things to discover 
about ourselves. As George Lucas once said, “Your focus determines your reality.” So it is a time 
for us to focus and believe that we can achieve to the best of our abilities socially, academically, 
physically and mentally. It is going to be a long journey ahead of us, and I am sure we will not 
waste this chance to show the best of ourselves.

Ethan Lee
Year 11 Student

As Term 1 is coming to a close, despite the complicated transition to Year 12, we students have 
well and truly settled in. Dealing with the added pressure this year, like a greater workload and 
numerous SACs, has been challenging. Yet it was met with much resilience and hard work. It is 
really evident how much everyone supports each other, and how this dynamic is part of everyday 
here at Balwyn High School. Of course, this extends to extracurricular activities as well. So much 
effort has been put into making Year 12 enjoyable, from the Swimming and Athletics Carnivals 
that we attended for the last time this year, to simple acts of meeting up and having fun together. 
The Year 12 Orientation Day, as well as the various assemblies have been both enjoyable and 
charismatic as we’ve truly established a close-knit atmosphere in the year level. I have no doubt 
that these various experiences will become great highlights of this year for many of us. Finally, it 
is truly exciting to see how each of us are growing into our own responsible, adult selves, and it 
is even more exciting to think about what the future holds for us. I have the highest hopes that we 
can have an amazing time as we all do our best this year.

Ben Lausberg
Year 12 Student
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Middle School Report

Andy Smith
Director of Middle School

Reflecting on a Fabulous Term 1

As I pack my bags to accompany students and teachers on the USA Music Tour, I find it hard to 
believe that our first term is almost done. However, it should really be no surprise considering 
how much we manage to pack into the space of 10 weeks. Year 7 Welcome Night, Swimming and 
Athletics Carnivals, Round Robins, Year 7 Camp, Year Level Assemblies, General Assemblies, 
excursions, the Gala Soiree, Parent Student Teacher Conferences – there has not been a lot of 
time to draw breath – and that is all without mentioning the powerful learning that has been going 
on inside and outside the classroom. In that time, we have also been through an exhaustive and 
rigorous process to appoint student leaders at each Year Level and they are already making their 
impact known. With that in mind, I thought it appropriate to ask our Year Level and Middle School 
Captains to provide their reflections on a fabulous first Term. Before I hand over to these inspiring 
young leaders, I wish to take this opportunity to thank everyone in our school community- 
students, parents, teachers and support staff – for helping make this an exciting and rewarding 
start to 2019. We have so much to look forward to in Term 2 with the Canberra and Melbourne 
Tours in Year 8 and the launch of our Endeavour program in Year 9 just a taster. May you all enjoy 
a well-earned break and I look forward to seeing happy and refreshed faces ready for a new set 
of challenges when we return for Term 2.

Andy Smith
Director of Middle School

Year 7 Captains’ Reflection

This is it. One of the biggest transitions of our lives. Starting high school is a very exciting but also 
daunting time. With all the drastic changes happening in such a short amount of time. The change 
of location, lifestyle and friends can be extremely hard to get used too. But Balwyn High School 
has made it so much easier by giving us the opportunity of events and activities to help us settle 
in and make new friendships such as camp, sporting events and much more. And just like that 
the first term has come to a conclusion. I’ve got many new relationships and I have become much 
more responsible and Balwyn High School is now a second home to me.

Alexander MacRae
Year 7 Captain

The very first time we walked into the Balwyn High School grounds, we knew 
that this would be a big step in our lives. All of the emotions we contained 
were swirling inside of us, as we had had to leave our comfortable and familiar 
primary schools behind and I can assure you that this was not an easy task. 

Everyone always talks about the transition to high school and to tell you the 
truth it really has been a challenging journey and a fun journey too. Here we 
are, we have made it to the end of the first term. As you know, we did not 
just magically arrive here. The swimming carnival, athletics carnival, camp 
and our first STEP celebration have helped us get to where we are. How you 

may ask? By giving us opportunities to get to know each other and to build respectful, meaningful 
relationships. The person you are sitting next to in class, at snack and lunch, may be your best 
friend until you are both old and grey!! You’ll never really know the next piece that is included in 
your life puzzle until you get there. There will be amazing things and not so great things to add 
to your puzzle but in the end you will be surprised to see how strong and capable you really are.

Charlotte Whitten-Ooi
Year 7 Captain

Alexander MacRae and 
Charlotte Whitten-Ooi
Year 7 Captains
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We reminisced on how we were entering the school exactly a year ago – mostly with butterflies 
in our stomachs – and then observed the atmosphere around us now, which was definitely not of 
nervousness, but of uncontrollable excitement. Not even a speck of uncertainty or tension was 
floating around. With our chests raised high with pride and confidence, we had transformed well 
and truly from Year 7’s… into Year 8’s. 

Entering through the gates of Balwyn High School, we could feel a palpable buzz of excitement. 
The air seemed to be flavoured with enthusiasm; everyone, especially our cohort, was zapped 
with energy. 

We reminisced on how we were entering the school exactly a year ago – mostly with butterflies 
in our stomachs – and then observed the atmosphere around us now, which was definitely not of 
nervousness, but of uncontrollable excitement. Not even a speck of uncertainty or tension was 
floating around. With our chests raised high with pride and confidence, we had transformed well 
and truly from Year 7’s… into Year 8’s. 

As a group, we have certainly kick-started 2019 brilliantly. Through the House Swimming Carnival 
and the House Athletics Carnival, we have demonstrated how much we encourage and care for 
each other as a community. We have also excellently portrayed our Pillar of Learning for this term: 
Learning to Live Together. Although it is something we demonstrate subconsciously, in the two 
house events that took place this term and the cheering and applauding that could be heard in 
them, we took it to a completely new level. 

Our first Pillar was also demonstrated profusely during the announcement of our cohort’s 
Tutorial Captains, House Captains, SRC Representatives and Ambassadors of various clubs and 
communities, who will undoubtedly serve as great leaders this year. We feel privileged to have 
them in our cohort.

All in all, we have surely had a fantastic, enthusiastic start to the year and have demonstrated 
unparalleled camaraderie as a team. Term 1 has passed in a blur of celebration and achievement… 
and we look forward to Term 2. 

Himalaya Joshi
Year 8 Captain

Year 8 Captains’ Reflection

The first term of Year 8 has been a blur, and it doesn’t seem so long ago that we were all wide-
eyed Year 7’s arriving in our uniform for the first time. New classes and curriculums like Food 
Studies have had us all in a buzz, and interschool sport competitions caused some ruckus, lifting 
some spirits and draining others. For those of us that did compete, the experience will compel 
us to do better next year or in sport education later on. House sporting events such as swimming 
and athletics had us reminiscing of memories that aren’t too far in the past. Music rehearsals/
performances and shows like the upcoming Anything Goes production have had many of us 
working hard. Between programs like these and assessments popping up at the end of term, 
many of us were in a frenzy to finish. Nevertheless, we drove ourselves to perform at our best, and 
successfully made it to the last week. The end of term is drawing near, and we still have so much 
left to look forward to for the rest of the year. 

Emma Ho
Year 8 Captain

Himalaya Joshi
Year 8 Captain

Emma Ho
Year 8 Captain
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Tarrant Bettiol
Middle School Captain

Madeline D’Alessandro
Middle School Captain

Year 9 Captains’ Reflection 

Term 1 has been an amazing start to what is sure to be a great year of our high school journey. 
It has been very busy and exciting with many different activities and events for everyone to be a 
part of. For many of us, Balwyn High School has been our home for the last two years. We have 
built many friendships and developed new passions, and with our new elective classes this year, 
everyone has been able to explore these passions further. For the people who enjoy Photography 
and Videography, they can do a Media subject, and if a student likes music, they can do a Music 
based subject. No matter what people enjoy doing, they are able to do it with the wide variety of 
elective subjects. 

Leading and watching the Year 7’s come into the gates of Balwyn High School for the first time 
has definitely been a treat. We have watched them have the best transition into high school and 
get ready to make memories for a lifetime. On the 7 February, many of the students from the 
Year 9 cohort introduced themselves to the new Year 7 students/families. There was an Expo, 
showcasing all the marvellous opportunities at Balwyn High, and with students from all year levels 
there to help out, it ended up being a fantastic night. The SRC representatives recruited some new 
students, the choir found some talented singers, the drama club got some incredible actors, all 
from this one night. Being able to Captain an amazing middle school has made this experience 
such a joy in this first term and we cannot wait for the next three!

Tarrant Bettiol and Madeline D’Alessandro 
Middle School Captains
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International Program

Grace Yin
Director of International Program

Each year, 21 March, the national Harmony Day is marked by people, from us students to teachers 
as well as individuals with different looks, personalities and beliefs, coming together, spreading 
the inclusive message ‘Everyone Belongs’. A variety of activities apart from the orange themed free 
dressing, were held at lunchtime to mark the occasion – musical performances were organized 
by the SRC team, Polaroids and positive message writing initiated by the Student Wellbeing team, 
as well as the Tai Chi session run by the international students. Many students – either local or 
international, with an Asian or Muslim or English cultural background – came to the hall, put on the 
traditional Tai Chi dressing and started learning the simplified, yet still mystical, ‘Can you organize 
a regular Tai Chi session so that we can actually learn it?!’ It was a successful and a great start as 
well – who can tell this was the very first joint Harmony Day between different departments and 
leadership teams in our school based on the number of participants and the positive feedback 
given by both staff and students? In the end, although Harmony Day has passed, the message 
is clear and stays in everyone’s mind – ‘Harmony Week celebrates Australia’s cultural diversity.’ 

‘It’s about inclusiveness, respect and a sense of belonging for everyone.’

And so is Balwyn High School.   

Cathryn Wu
International Student Captain

Tai Chi at Harmony Day
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International Students Participating 2019 Athletics

The Balwyn High School Athletics Carnival always provides international students opportunities to 
show their sport skills and an encouraging atmosphere to demonstrate the support for each other. 
As usual, international students actively participated in a variety of fields at this year’s Athletics 
Carnival. They challenged themselves and contributed to their House.

Bob Li 
Year 12 Student
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As Term one comes to an end, we are extremely proud and inspired. What we have seen is 
consistent hard work, commitment, passion, organisation, empathy, support, and willingness to 
learn. Year 12’s have all approached the beginning of this year's schooling tremendously, and we 
commend the continued efforts that have been made across the board. 

Firstly, emotions have been running high with events such as our last House Swimming Carnival, 
House Athletics Carnival and Welcome night. House Swimming Carnival was a fantastic way to 
celebrate the start of 2019, which employed a Year 12 theme of ‘Rumble in the Jungle.’ We were 
glad to see such a successful attendance in support of house events and various clubs and 
committees. Moreover, last Friday, the House Athletics Carnival displayed the wide variety of 
sporting talent at Balwyn High School. The day also included student initiatives like the SRC BBQ 
and Social Justice Committee doughnuts. 

Secondly, we also wish to extend our congratulations to the Year 7’s. The transition from primary 
to secondary school is an enormous milestone and therefore warrants recognition. The STEP 
program, consisting of various Year 10 students, has also been of great assistance in making the 
change as smooth as possible - STEP leaders run multiple sessions each term with their allocated 
Year 7 classes. 

Thirdly, come the end of Term 1, we say goodbye to B-Wing. On Sunday 17 March, some Year 
12 leaders had the privilege of assisting tours in which Balwyn High School Alumni returned to 
farewell the soon to be demolished building. It was a wonderful afternoon, hearing many stories of 
years gone by and the different realities experienced by students from 1954 to 2019. 

Fourthly, Harmony Day was an incredible afternoon which saw students from around the school 
participate in multiple activities - spanning from discussions about anti-bullying to photographs 
with friends. We are so privileged to attend a school which promotes such an anti-bullying and 
anti-discrimination agenda. 

Finally, there are roughly thirty weeks of the school year remaining. In that time, all students can 
look forward to cross-country, carnival day, interschool sports days, Victorian Schools Music 
Festival performances, the school production of Anything Goes, and other SRC events. For senior 
school, students can get excited about their respective formals and end of unit studies.

We hope that everyone had a fantastic beginning to 2019!

Oscar Reid and Charlie Visser
School Captains

Charlie Visser and Oscar Reid
School Captains
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News
Poet Peter Skrzynecki’s visit to Balwyn High School

We were lucky to have Peter Skrzynecki come to our school again this year. His text, Old/New 
World, is one of the texts Year 12 English students can write about in their VCE examinations 
and also the text our Year 12 students are currently studying. 

Below is a student reflection:

Peter Skrzynecki, born in Germany during the Second World War, moved to Australia in 1949 
with his Polish mother and stepfather. His poetry anthology, Old/New World, includes poems that 
describe his transition from a post-war Europe to Australia. 

It was a wonderful experience to meet Mr. Skrzynecki when he spoke to the Year 12 English 
Mainstream classes on Friday 22 March. Mr. Skrzynecki was not shy, definitely eager to divulge as 
much information about his life as possible. At one point during the presentation, he exclaimed, 
“You should have given me two hours not one.”Overall, Mr. Skrzynecki gave wonderful, in-depth 
analysis of his work and provided students with many ideas for their upcoming creative writing 
assessment.

Oscar Reid
School Captain and Year 12 student

Be Well at Balwyn - A Thought from Student Services

The School Holidays 

The school holidays is a great time to relax and rejuvenate from what has been a very busy term 
at school. It’s a wonderful opportunity to reflect on your achievements in Term 1 and begin to 
plan your goals for Term 2. It is important however, that we all continue to practise our relaxation 
techniques, which could include mindfulness, meditation and/or exercise to support our stress 
levels and positive mental health. 

The Student Services Team wish the entire school community a wonderful break and look forward 
to seeing you back at school in Term 2.

Return to page 1
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Parent/Carer Only Forum:  Project Rockit! Navigating the Online World 
     Thursday 23 May David McGrail Theatre

Balwyn High School are offering parents and carers within the community an opportunity to 
discuss safe practices around navigating the online world. 

This open-forum will reflect on:
•	 Cyber-safety and security
•	 An overview of Apps and programs young people are using
•	 How to support young people navigating the online world 
•	 The background behind PROJECT ROCKIT, Australia’s youth driven movement against 

(cyber)bullying
•	 Some of our key learnings from working with over 300,000 students across the country 

in the past 12 years
•	 Digital literacy about what social media platforms are out there and how young people 

are using them 
•	 Credible tips and strategies for how adults can best support their young person online
•	 Additional resources where they can learn more about different social media platforms
•	  Q&A at the end with our team members

Please be mindful that tickets will be available for this program through Compass News Feed.

Student Services Team

Return to page 1
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ANYTHING GOES 
POSTER 

COMPETITION 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 IT WILL PUBLICISE THE SHOW 
 IT MUST PROMINENTLY SHOW THE TITLE  “ANTYHING GOES”  
 IT MUST HIGHLIGHT THEMES/IMAGERY SUCH AS A BOAT, THE OCEAN OR RENO SWEENEY 
 THE COLOURS MUST BE NAUTICAL OR AMERICAN THEMED (E.G. RED, WHITE, BLUE) 
 IT MUST HAVE A SPACE FOR DATES, VENUES AND COSTS TO BE PUT IN BY THE TEACHERS 

    
DUE WEDNESDAY APRIL 24TH 

ANY QUESTIONS OR QUERIES PLEASE CONTACT MARCUS HARVEY, NOAH GILL, 
Ms HEATH or Mr BARTALOTTA. 

Have a chance to 
get your art 
displayed 
around the 
school! 
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Chaplaincy Second-Hand Uniform Shop News

If you’ve never visited our Uniform Shop before, then now is the time!

Quality, pre-loved, winter uniform items are ready for purchase. We accept cash, cheque or credit 
card (2.25% surcharge). No eftpos facilities and no refund or exchange. Changerooms available.

Sell the items you no longer wear through us and receive up to 70% of the sale price. We sell your 
old Uniforms for you and send you a cheque when sold.

We are situated in the canteen in the Science block. Look for the signs.

Open Thursdays, during school terms, 3.00 - 4.30 pm.

(Closed ANZAC day 25 April)

Updates
•	 Currently for sale are blazers, jumpers, long sleeve shirts, shorts, trousers, ties, skirts, 

school team socks, scarves, school bags and sports uniforms including tracksuit pants, 
spray jackets and rugby tops. 

•	 Purchase your Year 12 jumpers and ties now before they’re gone.
•	 If you are chosen on the school soccer or Australian Rules football teams then purchase 

your long yellow sports socks from us.
•	 First trading day Term 2 is Thursday 2 May.

Don’t forget:

Selling - We can sell your outgrown Uniform items for you. Wash or dry clean your items. A bit of 
TLC will mean they sell faster and for a higher price. No torn or damaged items please.

Buying - Come in and buy quality, pre-loved items and save. Hundreds of items for sale and stock 
changes weekly. 

Full details are on the school website. Click on School Uniforms under the Parents’ tab and follow 
the links to Second-hand Uniforms. For more information contact Andrea on 0408 178 341 or at 
secondhanduniforms@balwynhs.vic.edu.au 

Help us recycle and support Chaplaincy at Balwyn High School 

Year 7-11 Jumper
Blazer Winter Skirt

Return to page 1
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Bernadette Clayton
Director of Music and 
Community Engagement 

Music

The USA Music Tour

Departed on Saturday 31 March for a wonderful tour across the United States and performing 
in wonderful venues including the Chicago Symphony Centre and a range of Jazz clubs across 
the United States. We will be working with professional musicians and have the opportunity to 
perform in a range of high schools. This year is the largest group we have taken on tour with 48 
students and seven staff.

The students and staff have been working very hard to ensure the performances are of the 
highest standard. This experience will provide lifelong experiences for our students and we look 
forward to providing a detailed report on our return.

We wish all the tour members and staff, a safe and rewarding trip! 

March 31 – April 13

Chicago – Boston – New York City

USA Music Tour Group 2019

Return to page 1
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Autumn Concerts Term 2

The first of our large concerts will be held in week two of Term 2, Tuesday 30 April and Thursday 
2 May. I would encourage parents to check the program over the two nights and to purchase 
tickets via the website.

The concerts will be the first opportunity for the school community to hear the ensembles and we 
wish all students and their conductors every success for their first performances.

Parents are reminded students need to be in the correct ensemble uniform for the concerts and 
information will be sent via newsfeed to each ensemble in relation to this area.

We wish all our music students a relaxing and safe holiday and look forward to a great Term 2.

Bernadette Clayton
Director of Music and Community Engagement

We invite the school community, general public and encourage families and friends to bring 
along guests to enjoy an evening of fine music at the 2019 Autumn Concerts. This concert 
series showcases the comprehensive range of ensembles available within the music program 
that provide students with the opportunity to extend and enrich their music journey. Due to the 
demand for seats our Autumn Concert series has been divided over four performances, with two 
concerts on the first evening and two on the second evening.

The concerts will commence promptly, and all guests are requested to be seated beforehand as 
late arrivals are admitted only when there is a suitable break in the program.

Concert 1: Tuesday 30 April, 6.30 pm - 7.30 pm Symphonic Band, Junior String Orchestra, 
Cantabile (Year 7 Choir), Encore 

Concert 2: Tuesday 30 April, 8 pm - 9.15 pm Junior Concert Band, Novice Concert Band, Senior 
String Orchestra 

Concert 3: Thursday 2 May, 6.30 pm - 7.30 pm A-Train Stage Band, Intersection Stage Band, 
Black Orpheus Stage Band, Jazz Vocal Ensemble

Concert 4: Thursday 2 May, 8 pm - 9 pm Senior Concert Choir, Intermediate Concert Band, 
Intermezzo String Orchestra, Newitt Strings 

Bookings are now open on Try Booking 

*Please note that refunds cannot be provided for incorrectly 
purchased tickets.

Tickets: Adults $8, Students $2 

Return to page 1
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Mathematics/Science

The International Mathematical Modeling Challenge (IM2C) 

What is the Earth’s carrying capacity for human life?

To solve the world’s problems you must be prepared to attack the big questions, and that is 
exactly what the teams did throughout this intense five day challenge. A number of teams from 
the Year 7, 8 and 9 SEAL classes recently participated in the IM²C; an international modelling 
competition involving teams of secondary students from a number of countries. 

The IM²C poses real-world mathematical scenarios, and each team works for five days using 
freely available material. As the students discovered, the biggest hurdle in attempting to create a 
mathematical model for this scenario was in redefining the problem, setting limitations and clearly 
defining assumptions. Many teams rose to the challenge. The IM²C prompted lively debate and 
rigorous verification of mathematical modelling, through which students gained an insight into 
the importance of mathematical modelling in the real world. I commend the students on their 
outstanding efforts, collaboration and perseverance.

Nicole Stephens
Mathematics Teacher

Student Reflections on Term 1

It’s important that as we head into the school holidays, that we have the opportunity to reflect 
on the successes and challenges of the term. We asked a few of our students to answer the 
following questions from a variety of year levels:

Vision: What have you most enjoyed this term in this subject?

Wisdom: In what area do you feel you have made your biggest improvements?

Determination: What was the most challenging part of this term for you in this subject? How will 
you overcome this?

Here are a few of their responses:

Name: Ella Scott 

Subject: Science 

Year level: 9

Vision: In Science, this term I have most enjoyed doing the Electricity CAT 
because it was very fun and engaging making a car and powering it. The 
topic “Electricity” has taught me so much about how certain things are 
powered and how batteries work with positive and negative charges. 

Wisdom: The area in Science, I feel I made the biggest improvements was about the periodic 
table and elements. I felt this was my biggest improvement because I am learning much more 
about the different features on the periodic table and learning more about the elements and what 
they do with the world of Science. 

Determination: The most challenging part of Science this term was learning about the atomic 
structure and about atoms. This was the most challenging because there is so much to atoms, their 
properties and the structure of atoms because there is much to remember and to understand. I will 
overcome this challenge by revising, utilising resources such as teachers, compass resources 
and Student Sharepoint to extend my knowledge and understanding of the topic. 

Return to page 1
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Mathematics/Science

Name: Kara Bianco 

Subject: Physics 

Year level: 12 

Vision: The thing I enjoy most about physics, is being able to see things 
from a different perspective, and actually apply my understanding to things 
I see every day. Even though it can be difficult to get the right answer, the 
content I have learnt so far is very interesting and fun, compared to other 
subjects where it is difficult to apply knowledge outside of the classroom. 

Wisdom: I feel I have made improvements in the way I approach questions, such as understanding 
which formulas to use, or how to derive an equation from a basic concept or idea. At the beginning 
of the year, it was difficult to understand what a question was asking me to do, or how certain 
topics are interrelated, but after doing practice questions and asking lots of questions in class, it 
has become easier to understand what is expected of me, and the way I need to think, in order to 
approach and solve problems effectively. 

Determination: It can be very challenging to understand new concepts. Physics is very applicable 
to everyday phenomena, and can be difficult to understand why certain things happen, or how 
they can be explained. To overcome this, I think that it is important that I have perspective, and 
think more about what I am learning in class and how it applies to the world and its occurrences. 
After asking for help from my teacher and peers, I find that I am able to understand things more 
clearly, because they help me interpret concepts, by encouraging me to take a different approach 
when answering questions or learning new things. 

Name: Jiaxuan (Daniel) Chen

Role: STEAM Ambassador

Year level: 11

Vision: I’ve enjoyed working together with other STEAM members and 
related staff to create an event that the entire school were able to participate 
in regardless of year level.

Wisdom: From the paper plane competition, I feel like we brought more 
attention to the STEAM aspect of our school and we would like to keep this effort up for the rest 
of the year.

Determination: The most challenging aspect is to come up with an original event which can 
interest students of all year levels and is suitable for the STEAM club. We overcame this by 
consistently asking ourselves the question: Is this what we want to see in our school?

Return to page 1
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Mathematics/Science

Stimulating Your Minds

Creative thinking is sometimes required when solving problems that are not necessarily straight 
forward. Like lateral thinking, you need to be able to approach a problem looking outside the 
box. 

Take the matchstick problem – There are six matchsticks of equal length. Can you use the six 
matchsticks to create four triangles?

Hint: It may be useful to play with sticks, pens or pieces of cardboard. It should take no longer 
than five minutes! 

Source: The more interesting book of puzzling Science + Maths, by Phillip Searle

Solution to last edition Lion’s puzzle

Lateral Thinking Puzzles

Puzzle 1: He was playing Monopoly.

Puzzle 2: Flip the 9 ball to become a 6.
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Sport 

Rob Handreck
Director of Sport and Sport 
Education

Balwyn High Swimmers In Region Boilover at Ringwood! 

What a brilliant day it was for our team in the Ringwood Pool 
at the Eastern Metropolitan Region Championships last week. 
Our swimmers were all so good and I think that all of them took 
at least one medal home. 

The ‘Swimming Lions’ comfortably won the day overall against 
some powerhouse schools. This is a rare feat for us and maybe 
a first, so the team can be very proud!

We won eighteen events 
including five Relays (six 
relay 2nds as well) so 
State is going to be quite 
busy and interesting for 
us throughout the day. 

The State Swimming Championships are on the second 
day back Term 2, Wednesday 24 April, at MSAC.

Following is a list of all of our medallists at Regionals. 
Congratulations and best wishes to all swimmers who won 
in individual and team events and will be competing in the 
SSV State Championships. 

Calendar of Events

Wednesday 24 April
State Swimming 
Championships at MSAC

GOLD Daniel Ding Mens 12-20Yr 100 Breaststroke

GOLD Allan Liang Mens 14Yr 50 Breaststroke

GOLD Daniel Ding Mens 15Yr 50 Breaststroke

GOLD Mia Hamley Womens 18-20Yr 50 Breaststroike

GOLD Parnia Shaban Womens 16Yr 50 Butterfly

GOLD Jacques Wessels Men 12-15Yr 100 Freestyle

GOLD Sharna McClure Womens 14Yr 50 Freestyle

GOLD Parnia Shaban Womens 16Yr 50 Freestyle

GOLD Joanna Jang Womens 14Yr 50 Backstroke

GOLD Allan Liang Mens 14Yr 50 Backstroke

GOLD Jacques Wessels Mens 15Yr 50 Backstroke

GOLD Parnia Shaban Womens 16Yr 50 Backstroke

GOLD Parnia Shaban Womens 16-20 200 Individual Medley

GOLD Mackenzie De Bono, Arabella Lesmana, 
Joanna Jang, Sharna McClure

Womens 12-14Yr Medley Relay

GOLD Junah McCook, Eric Xiao, Luke Fernando, 
Jacques Wessels

Mens 15-16Yr Medley Relay

GOLD Claire McInnes, Mia Hamley, Helena 
Bassett, Julia McInnes

Womens 17-20 Medley Relay

GOLD Sharna McClure, Mackenzie De Bono, 
Olivia Gibson, Joanna Jang

Womens 14yr Freestyle Relay

GOLD Luke Fernando, Daniel Ding, Devaiah 
Palachanda, Junah McCook

Mens 16Yr Freestyle Relay

20yr F 4 x 50M Medley Relay Team

Mia Hamley (Year 12) and Mr 
Andrew Corr (Assistant Principal) 
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SILVER Sharna McClure Womens 12-15Yr 200 Freestyle

SILVER Jacques Wessels Mens 12-15Yr 200 Freestyle

SILVER Parnia Shaban Womens 12-20 100 Butterfly

SILVER Allan Liang Mens 14Yr 50 Butterfly

SILVER Luke Fernando Mens 15Yr 50 Butterfly

SILVER Sharna McClure Womens 12-15Yr 100 Freestyle

SILVER Adryan Lim Mens 15Yr 50 Freestyle

SILVER Mia Hamley Womens 18-20Yr 50 Freestyle

SILVER Joanna Jang Womens 12-20 100 Freestyle

SILVER Anthony Lee, Daniel Ding, Ryan Lim, 
Nicholas Lee

Mens 17-20Yr Medley Relay

SILVER Terry Yu, Khoi Vu, Harold Moon, Allan Liang Mens 14Yr Freestyle Relay

SILVER Jacques Wessels, Anthony Lee, Ashkaan 
Orangi, Adryan Lim

Mens 15Yr Freestyle Relay

SILVER Jade McClure, Kaya Stavretis, Alice Zhu, 
Parnia Shaban

Womens 16Yr Freestyle Relay

SILVER Mia Hamley, Claire McInnes, Emily Zhang, 
Julia McInnes

Womens 18-20Yr Freestyle Relay

SILVER Hirun Ratnayake, Josh MacCarrone, 
Nicholas Lee, James Thalappillil

Mens 18-20Yr Freestyle Relay

BRONZE Adryan Lim Mens 15Yr 50 Breaststroke

BRONZE Jade McClure Womens 16Yr 50 Breaststroke

BRONZE Ryan Lim Mens 17Yr 50 Breaststroke

BRONZE Joanna Jang Womens 14Yr 50 Butterfly

BRONZE Devaiah Palachanda Mens 16-20Yr Individual Medley

Sharna McClure 
Gold Medallist

Jacques Wessels 
Year 9

14Yrs F 4 x 50m Medley Relay Team

16Yrs M 4 x 50m Medley Relay Team

Allan Liang 
Year 7

Tianyu (Daniel) Ding 
Year 9
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A very big thankyou to all staff, students and parents who supported the athletics program and 
also the host of other activities happening trackside. The House Captains and House teachers 
did a sterling job on the day and in the preceding weeks of trials.

There was lots of colour again, many great costumes and some enthusiastic supporting of friends 
and Housemates. It is also a great opportunity for the school community to socialize, to watch 
and to admire and have some fun around the competition of the day. 

Our student leaders are to be congratulated on their work on the day and in the buildup to 
the carnival. Our School Captains, Sport Captains, SRC leaders and representatives, the Social 
Justice and Environment Committees, Interact and the Radio Club students all shone on the day. 

A special thanks to Campbell Lowrey (Year 12) who did a splendid and 
entertaining job commentating all Relays including the hard fought Staff 
Relay at the end of the day.

The Gold Rush Continues At The Track!

Windsor are again positioning themselves for House dominance in 2019 with a comfortable win 
in the House Athletics Carnival last Friday. 

After winning the Swimming, Athletics and Cross Country and the overall House Cup in 2018, 
they have now claimed the Swimming and Athletics Cups in 2019. Who can claw the 2019 Cross 
Country Cup from their grasp in Term 2?

Congratulations to Windsor on a very solid performance in mostly very good conditions at the 
Box Hill track, although the wind came up and the rain threatened.

Final scores were:

WINDSOR 1593

STRATHMORE 1475

CHURCHILL 1271

EDINBURGH 1259
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Congratulations to the Age Group Athletics Champions. These are based on the number of 
points gained in individual events.

13Yr Female Champion Vanessa Tran Strathmore

13Yr Male Champion Tate Katoa Churchill

14Yr Female Champion Mia Destradi Windsor

14Yr Male Champion Brendan Young Edinburgh

15Yr Female Champion Madeline D’Alessandro Churchill

15Yr Male Champion Jin Hong Pang Windsor

16Yr Female Champion Stella Reid Strathmore

16Yr Male Champion Ryan Lee Churchill

17Yr Female Champion Jemma Miritis Windsor

17Yr Male Champion William Roberts Strathmore

17Yr Male Champion Anton Zangl Edinburgh

20Yr Female Champion Claire McInnes Strathmore

20Yr Male Champion Kennath Christy Alphones Windsor

Sport
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NEW RECORD OLD RECORD

F 14 Hurdles     

Sophie Tram         

Strathmore 16.91

Laina Ali 

Churchill 

17.43 2018

M 13 100m       

William Louey        

Edinburgh 12.61

Arjun Rajindrin 

Edinburgh 

12.77 2014

M 13 Triple Jump 

William Louey 

Edinburgh  10.17

Owen Cai 

Edinburgh 

10.10 2017

M 20 Triple Jump 

Jiakai Fan              

Strathmore  12.9

Tim Sykes 

12.62 1983

M 13 200m      

William Louey          

Edinburgh  26.20

Arjun Rajindrin 

Edinburgh 

26.39 2014

F 13 Javelin     

Sunny Plant            

Strathmore 22.72

Sofija Celebic 

Strathmore 

18.3 2004

F 13 Shot Put   

Leilinaz Vatanparastzarnagh  
Edinburgh  9.35

Kate Mugavin 

Churchill 

8.88 1999

M 14 1500m     

Liam Visser             

Windsor 5:04.22

Ryan Lee 

Churchill 

5:08.46 2017

M 14 4 x 100m Relay                   
Strathmore 53.10

Windsor 

53.60 2015

Nine new records were set. Congratulations to the following individuals on your record breaking 
performance. An amazing effort on the day from William Louey who broke three existing marks. 
Well done William. You will also note that several longstanding records held by respected athletes, 
were quite old. 

On the basis of the event results, the school athletics team is formed for the Division Championships 
which will be held at the Doncaster Athletics Track on Monday 12 August. We can enter two 
competitors in each event (First & Second places) as well as three in the longer distance events.

I am aware that some students were ill, injured on the day of the House Carnival, so I need to 
consider their place in the team. As such, trials may need to be run at school for some events. 
If you believe that you should be considered for an event then please see me to express your 
interest and present your case.
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House Cross Country Is on Soon

The third big Sport event for the year is the House Cross Country. It will be held on Macleay Park 
(next to the school) on Wednesday 8 May.

All Year 7 and Year 8 students will be competing on the day and we strongly encourage Years 9, 
10, 11 & 12 students to run for their house, their fitness and a sense of personal achievement.

All students run three kilometres apart from the Boys 16 and 17-20 who run five kilometres.

Students will only leave normal classes to warm up, run the event and to cool down and should 
not miss more than one normal class. Half of the Year 7 and 8 students will run during their Sport 
Education session. 

The senior races will be run at lunchtime to ensure that no classes are missed.

Any student who competes can wear correct Sport/PE Uniform to school and should run in their 
shorts, sports shirt and runners.

More information will be sent to students shortly.

Houses compete for the House Cross Country Cup. Each year there is only a few points 
separating the winner from the others. The winner of each race gains twenty points, 2nd nineteen 
points, 3rd eighteen points and so on with every runner gaining at least one point for their House. 

Cross Country Cup

1999 CHURCHILL 2009 CHURCHILL

2000 CHURCHILL 2010 EDINBURGH

2001 STRATHMORE 2011 WINDSOR

2002 STRATHMORE 2012 EDINBURGH

2003 STRATHMORE 2013 WINDSOR

2004 CHURCHILL 2014 WINDSOR

2005 WINDSOR 2015 STRATHMORE

2006 WINDSOR 2016 WINDSOR

2007 STRATHMORE 2017 EDINBURGH

2008 EDINBURGH 2018 WINDSOR

Sunsmart and Hydration Practices 

For both PE and Sport Education classes for Terms 2 & 3, students do not need to wear their 
hats/caps. They can however if they wish.

All students are strongly advised to bring their personal water bottles to these classes and 
maintain their level of hydration.

Rob Handreck
Director of Sport
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Senior Girls Region Tennis Finals

On Friday 15 March our Senior Girls tennis team competed against other schools in the Eastern 
Metropolitan Region Tennis finals at the North Ringwood Tennis Club. 

We were victorious in our first match against Mount Waverley Secondary College (4-2) but we 
lost both the other matches against East Doncaster Secondary College (2-4) and John Monash 
Science School (2-4).

Several of the games were close, going to long deuces. Our students played each match with the 
fairest and highest competitive spirits. 

Special mentions to: Sienna Destradi and Kara Bianco, who were able to compete in singles 
against some highly ranked opponents; Isabella Bianco who won all her matches both singles 
and doubles; Jennifer Shi and Nikita Sinclair for both playing their hearts out on the day. While the 
students were rather sad that their campaign for state domination ended earlier than anticipated 
this year, they each enjoyed the tennis thoroughly and felt privileged to play against some really 
good players from the Region. Good luck to the senior girls for 2020!!

Finian Augustin
Teacher/Coach
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Sport

Not Just Horsing Around!

Hannah Spencer (Year 9) loves horses and has taken her love to the next level, competing in 
the sport of Equestrian. For the past three years she has competed for Balwyn High School 
in a number of competitions. Hannah has the ultimate ambition to compete for Australia in the 
Olympic Games where Australia has a great tradition of excellence and achievement. Best wishes 
for your future competitions this year and in the future. 

Here is a lovely article written by Hannah about her sport and recent events.

I am an equestrian and compete in the discipline of Eventing. You may ask, ‘what is Eventing?’ 
Eventing is an equestrian sport in which competitors must complete three disciplines including 
cross-country, dressage, and show jumping, a bit like a triathlon. All three components must be 
successfully completed to be eligible for placings. These events are usually done over one to two 
days, but larger events can go up to three days. 

Last weekend I competed at Wandin International at Wandin. The Australian Eventing Championships 
is a large event with over seven hundred and fifty horses competing and it is the first of the four 
Interschool Eventing events for 2019. 

My horse Astro is a 16.2 hand ‘Off the Track’ thoroughbred. He was originally bred as a race horse 
and was retired as a four year old. He was then ‘let down’ to unprogram his training of galloping 
around an anti-clockwise Victorian racetrack, to then become a performance horse, learning 
dressage and how to jump. I have owned him for one and a half years. 

The section is open to all students of secondary age. Astro did a nice dressage test, with a score 
of 74.4% to place us second. In the showjumping component, we dropped one rail which was 
disappointing, but I was pleased because it was a lovely balanced ride. We then had a clear cross 
country round over Wandin 2.5 kilometre course to finish fourth out of over thirty five riders, gaining 
me one point towards my total and to hopefully qualify me for Interschool Nationals which will be 
held in Sydney later this year. This weekend I have the second eventing qualifier at Lakes and 
Craters, Camperdown, before Interschool State Championships the following week.

I am aware of some other students who have horses and enter competitions. It would be great to 
form an ‘Equestrian Club’ to provide an opportunity for our horse lovers and riders to share their 
passion with each other. If you are into Equestrian please let the Sport Office know.

Rob Handreck
Director of Sport
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Year 10 Outdoor and Environmental Studies Phillip Island Camp

During week 8 both Year 10 OES classes went to Phillip Island for three days to have surf lessons 
and learn about the island’s fascinating history and biodiversity. Miss Crawford and Mr Gibb took 
10OESB at the start of the week and Mr Grylls and Miss Bourke went at the end of the week. Both 
classes were lucky that Phillip Island provided ideal weather and surf conditions throughout the 
whole week. 

Each day started with meeting the Surf Instructors at Smith’s Beach to begin our lessons. There 
were a lot of falls and wipeouts in all the lessons but with the help of the instructors the whole 
group was improving. 

The first night of the camp each class visited the Penguin Parade and had a lecture and tour 
from a Phillip Island Nature Park Ranger. We learnt about the safety measures the rangers have 
in place to make sure the penguins are not impacted by the visitors. One of these measures 
included buying back land and houses from civilians in the area so the penguins could have their 
habitat back.

After the second day of surfing we visited a surf board factory and observed how the surf boards 
are handmade. Then we checked out Churchill Island Farm to learn about how the Island used 
to be farmed. During the Churchill Island Farm experience students were able to participate in 
milking a cow and whip cracking plus watch sheep shearing which many of the students had not 
seen before. 

On the final day students made the most of the sunny day and ideal surf conditions. Many 
students were catching bigger and better waves while some enjoyed sitting out the back talking 
and enjoying the scenery. After the surf it was time to pack up and head home but not before 
one last stop at the Koala Sanctuary to learn about the plight of the koalas in Phillip Island and 
Victoria. 

By the time we arrived back to school we were all tired and ready to go home. I think I can speak 
for both classes in saying the camp was an amazing experience that will not be forgotten. 

Matthew Grylls
Head Teacher Duke of Edinburugh 
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Online Lunch Ordering is Here! 
Register at 

boccafoods.com.au 
 No Queues 

 Easy online payments 
 Low $4.00 minimum spend 

 Order until 10:00am on the same day 
 

Complete the steps below… 
1. Select “Register now” to register yourself as a parent account.
2. Complete your details including phone number, email address and school location
3. Select the checkbox “I will l be ordering for multiple students” (Even if you will only be ordering for 1 child)
4. Complete your Child’s details ensuring you select the correct school for your child, (multiple schools can be 

entered for multiple children) and fill in their year level and class information.
5. Here you should also complete any relevant Dietary Requirements or options that will ensure the food 

provided to your child meets their specific needs.
6. If you have more than 1 child to register select “Add Student” and complete their details
7. Once completed select “Save” and you are ready to begin ordering

To Place Your Child’s Order

 Select “New Order”
 Select which Student you would like to order for
 Select the correct date
 And now select from the Delicious, Healthy and Nutritious options you wish for your child to receive for 

lunch.
 Complete your order by paying online 
 Now relax knowing your child will receive a Healthy Homemade lunch.

Lunch orders are focused on providing your child with a healthy and nutritious meal, just 
like you would provide at home. Snacks are still available for purchase from the canteen 
counter at Recess and Lunch.

 Select as many items as you wish from our extensive menu to create a healthy and interesting lunch 
for your child up to 10:00am the day it is required.

 Students will be given a priority line to pick up lunch orders from the canteen using their student card
as identification.  
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